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We report measurements of the water vapor continuum using infrared cavity ringdown spectroscopy
at frequencies of 931.002, 944.195, and 969.104 cm⫺1. Our values of the water vapor continuum
coefficients for self-broadening at T⫽296 K are C s0 (931 cm⫺1)⫽2.23⫾0.17, C s0 (944 cm⫺1)
⫽2.02⫾0.13, and C s0 (969 cm⫺1)⫽1.79⫾0.21⫻10⫺22 molecules⫺1 cm2 atm⫺1. Our measurements
are found to be in good agreement with the far wing line shape theory of Ma and Tipping, but we
find that empirical models of the water vapor continuum, widely used in radiative transfer
calculations, significantly overestimate the observed self-broadened continuum. © 2002 American
Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1425825兴

I. INTRODUCTION

of the continuum present a formidable experimental challenge because the continuous spectrum is smooth and slowly
varying, and therefore lacks a clear spectroscopic ‘‘signature.’’ These properties are similar in character to the experimental baseline that one usually seeks to remove from absorption spectra, and so experiments must have a wellcharacterized baseline in order to make accurate
measurements of the continuum. The room-temperature continuum absorption coefficient k c is of order 10⫺6 cm⫺1 near
v ⫽1000 cm⫺1, which is too weak to directly observe over
short path lengths at room temperature. Thus, it is necessary
to employ techniques which are sensitive to weak absorption,
such as conventional multipass cells 共e.g., white cells兲9,11 and
photoacoustic spectroscopy.12–14
Several published values of the water vapor continuum
coefficient for self-broadening were compared by
Hinderling,14 and these were found to have a scatter of
⫾35%. Grant presented a more extensive comparison of field
and laboratory observations,15 from which the uncertainty in
C s 共for a given temperature and wavenumber兲 is estimated to
be ⫾20%. In this paper we determine water vapor continuum
coefficients of self-broadening using cavity ringdown spectroscopy. Our results demonstrate that the empirical models
of the water vapor continuum which are commonly used in
atmospheric radiative transfer calculations10,16 overestimate
the continuum absorption by 10%–15%. We also note that a
far wing line shape theory has recently been developed,17,18
and continuum absorption coefficients derived from this
theory are found to be in good agreement with our observations.

The infrared absorption due to water vapor is a longstanding experimental and theoretical problem.1–7 The absorption coefficient of water vapor is the sum of contributions from local lines and a weak, unstructured background
known as the water vapor continuum,
k 共 v 兲 ⫽k l 共 v 兲 ⫹k c 共 v 兲 ,

共1兲

where k l and k c are the local line and continuum absorption
coefficients 共cm⫺1兲, respectively. Local line absorption is defined as being a Lorentz profile at these pressures, truncated
⫾25 cm⫺1 from line center. Thus, the continuum is the remaining water vapor absorption which is not considered local line absorption.
The water vapor continuum is described in terms of the
following empirical relation:8,9
k c 共 v ,T 兲 ⫽

冉 冊冉 冊
N0
P ref

T ref
关 C s 共 v ,T 兲 ⫻e 2 ⫹C f 共 v ,T 兲 ⫻e P f 兴 ,
T
共2兲

where P ref is the reference pressure 共1 atm兲, T ref is the reference temperature 共296 K兲, N 0 is the number density of an
ideal gas at the reference conditions 共molecules cm⫺3兲, e is
the water vapor partial pressure 共atm兲, P f is the foreign gas
partial pressure 共atm兲, and C s and C f are known as the continuum coefficients for self- and foreign-broadening, respectively 共molecules⫺1 cm2 atm⫺1兲. Notably, the continuum has
a strong quadratic dependence on the water vapor partial
pressure.
The water vapor continuum spans the infrared
spectrum,10 but it is more difficult to measure in the presence
of strong absorption lines, and so most observations have
been made in the relatively transparent thermal infrared window from v ⫽700 to 1250 cm⫺1. Even here, measurements

II. CAVITY RINGDOWN SPECTROSCOPY

Introduced in 1988,19 cavity ringdown spectroscopy
共CRDS兲 has developed into a powerful technique for the
quantitative measurement of weak gas absorption.20–26 In
CRDS, a laser pulse is injected into a high-finesse, stable
optical cavity 共the ‘‘ringdown cavity’’兲 via the transmission
loss of the front mirror, and the time evolution of the energy
circulating inside the ringdown cavity is observed through
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the transmission loss of the back mirror. For an unsaturated
medium, monochromatic energy trapped inside the cavity
will obey the relation,
I 共 t 兲 ⫽I 0 exp共 ⫺t/  兲 ,

共3兲

where  is the decay time constant.
Although independently developed, the principles behind our CRDS experiment are similar to those of the pulsed,
single-mode CRDS near-infrared experiment of van Zee
et al.25,26 In single-mode CRDS, the decay time constant
may be expressed as

共 v 兲⫽

L
,
c 关共 1⫺R 兲 ⫹k bg 共 v 兲 L⫹k 共 v 兲 L 兴

共4兲

where L is the ringdown cavity mirror separation, c is the
speed of light, and R is the effective reflectivity of the mirrors. The term (1⫺R) refers to the intrinsic cavity loss per
pass. The presence of a gaseous medium in the ringdown
cavity requires the addition of two other loss factors: k( v ) is
the absorption of the gas 共cm⫺1兲, while k bg ( v ) represents
any other loss mechanism associated with the medium 共e.g.,
Rayleigh scattering or trace gas contamination兲.
Because of the continuous nature of the water vapor continuum absorption, it is not possible to detune the experiment
from an absorption peak in order to obtain the empty-cell
decay constant 关i.e., k c ( v )⫽0, for any v 兴. Therefore, we
have developed a flow experiment where we control the
amount of water vapor in the flow from zero to near saturation. Since the water vapor accounts for a small fraction of
the total gas pressure 共0–2%, at room temperature兲, we make
the assumption that any background loss associated with the
medium is taken into account in the dry nitrogen flow. In
other words, the dry flow decay constant  0 is given by

 0共 v 兲 ⫽

L
.
c 关共 1⫺R 兲 ⫹k bg 共 v 兲 L 兴

共5兲

From consideration of Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲, we may obtain the
following simple expression for the absorption coefficient:
k共 v 兲⫽

 0共 v 兲 ⫺  共 v 兲
.
c  0共 v 兲  共 v 兲

共6兲

It is apparent from Eq. 共6兲 that the absorption coefficient k is
directly determined from measurements of the decay constant alone, and in particular does not require knowledge of
either the ringdown cavity length or the mirror reflectivity.
For our application, CRDS has distinct advantages over
conventional spectroscopic techniques. In particular, CRDS
provides a direct measure of the absorption coefficient in
terms of observed ringdown times, and can be realized with
high sensitivity using relatively small sample volumes,
which facilitates gas handling and control. For example, our
ringdown cavity has a gas volume of 6 liters and an effective
path length of 720 m. The impressive sensitivity of CRDS is
achieved through accurate measurements of the energy decay
rate in the cavity 共rather than measurements of transmission兲,
and so CRDS is independent of laser intensity fluctuations.
While much important CRDS work has occurred in the visible and near-infrared regions where high reflectivity mirrors

FIG. 1. Schematic of the infrared cavity ringdown spectroscopy experiment.
The main optical beam moves anticlockwise through the apparatus from the
CO2 laser at top right, to the detector at bottom right.

are available, we demonstrate that high sensitivity is also
possible in the thermal infrared region of the spectrum with
mirrors of modest reflectivity.
III. EXPERIMENT

The layout of our experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
source of infrared radiation is a line-tunable cw CO2 laser. A
beamsplitter directs a portion of the beam to a power meter
and a calibrated diffraction grating spectrum analyzer to
identify the CO2 laser transition. The laser is normally operated on the 10P(20) transition, v ⫽944.195 cm⫺1, and has an
output power of ⬃6 W and a bandwidth ⭐250 kHz. In the
CRDS experiment, pulses shaped from the first-order deflected beam from an acousto-optic modulator 共AOM兲 are
mode-matched and coupled into the ringdown cavity. The
laser beam is attenuated with a polarizer-analyzer-attenuator
stack of Brewster plates so that ⬃1 mW of power is incident
on the ringdown cavity. All of the measurements we report
herein were obtained using 5 s long laser pulses at a repetition rate of 2500 Hz.
The gas for the experiment is obtained from commercial
cylinders of nitrogen with a rated purity of 99.998%. The
flow from the cylinders is split into two paths and needle
valves are used to control the fraction of the flow which
passes over a body of distilled water before the flow paths
are recombined. Inside the ringdown gas cell, the pressure
and temperature are measured with a capacitance manometer
and a thermocouple sensor, respectively. The flow dewpoint
is measured at the exhaust port of the ringdown gas cell
using a chilled mirror hygrometer 共EdgeTech Model 200
Dewtrak兲 which has been NIST-calibrated. The dewpoint is
converted to a water vapor partial pressure using the formulas of Wexler.27,28 The accuracy of the measured dewpoint is
⫾0.2 K, which corresponds to a water vapor partial pressure
uncertainty ranging from ⫾1.9% for the lowest humidities
considered, to ⫾1.3% for the highest humidities.
The ringdown cavity is formed by two 100 cm radius of
curvature spaced a distance of 102.5 cm apart. The cavity
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FIG. 2. Typical ringdown event as a function of time. The first 2 s are
background. During the period from ⬃3 to 8 s the detector electronics
saturate as laser energy is being injected into the ringdown cavity. This is
followed by the ‘‘ringdown’’ decay event. The best fit to the data is shown as
a solid line in the interval 8.1–10.4 s. The residuals to the fit can be seen
in the inlay 共note expanded scale兲.

length is stabilized by three Zerodur共tm兲 zero-thermalexpansion ceramic glass rods. The 2.54 cm diam mirrors
consist of dielectric coatings layered on ZnSe substrates, and
were manufactured to have a reflectivity R⫽0.994 at v
⫽944 cm⫺1. Our near-confocal ringdown cavity therefore
has a free spectral range of about 150 MHz, and a finesse of
about 600. One of the mirrors is mounted on a piezoelectric
transducer 共PZT兲 so that the resonant frequency of the ringdown cavity may be fine-tuned. The alignment of optics is
performed with the assistance of a HeNe laser which is adjusted to be coaxial with the infrared laser pulses. Infrared
radiation enters and exits the gas cell via 共antireflectioncoated兲 ZnSe windows on the end flanges.
The mode-matching optics ensures that only the TEM00
and TEM01 modes can be excited in the ringdown cavity.
However, the TEM01 mode does not cause a problem in our
experiment because it is separated from the TEM00 mode by
70 MHz and our optical excitation bandwidth is about 0.25
MHz. We obtain pure excitation of the TEM00 mode by tuning the PZT to the transmission peak of that mode.
The energy decay inside the ringdown cavity is observed
with a liquid-nitrogen cooled HgCdTe photovoltaic detector
共50 MHz electrical bandwidth兲 at the output end of the gas
cell. The signal from the dc-coupled output of the detector is
sampled by a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter 共Datel Model
PCI-416H兲 at a rate of 10 Msample/s.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The data are analyzed on a shot-by-shot basis. A typical
ringdown event is shown in Fig. 2. The initial portion of the
event is a 2 s long pretrigger sample from which we estimate the baseline signal of the infrared detector. Following
this, the AOM is triggered and the signal rises rapidly as the
laser pulse is injected into the ringdown cavity. The digitized
signal appears flat during the period between 3.3–7.6 s
because the detector output exceeds the ⫹5 V digitization

Cormier, Ciurylo, and Drummond

FIG. 3. Water vapor continuum absorption coefficients for 944 cm⫺1 and
294 K. The ‘‘⫹’’ are the continuum absorption coefficients k c , while the
dashed line is the local line absorption coefficient k 1 . The solid line is the
least squares fit of the measured continuum absorption coefficients to Eq.
共2兲. 1⫺  experimental error bars are shown for low and high humidities.

limit of the ADC. This is done to maximize the signal to
noise ratio over the decay portion of the ringdown event. It is
necessary to wait another 0.5s before the AOM shutter has
fully closed and the signal is pure exponential decay. The
Levenberg—Marquardt least-squares minimization algorithm is used to fit a fixed portion of each decay curve to Eq.
共3兲. In addition to fitting for the initial amplitude and the
decay time constant , we also fit for the baseline. For each
decay event, the starting point of the fit is fixed at 6.1 s
following the trigger which initiates the formation of an optical pulse. The fitting time window, ⌬t, used for all decay
events is 2.4 s long. Thus, the effective optical path length
of our experiment is L eff⬃c⌬t⬃720 m. The residual to the fit
is shown in the inlay to Fig. 2. Our residuals are found to be
normally distributed, with no evidence of systematic effects.
Each absorption coefficient is determined from 2000 individual decay events.
The dry-cell decay constant is  0 ⫽546.6⫾1.3 ns for v
⫽944 cm⫺1, which corresponds to an effective mirror reflectivity R eff⬃0.994. We note the fractional time constant noise,
  /  ⫽0.2%, is much less than the observed shot-to-shot
amplitude fluctuations of 2%. This demonstrates, as expected, that CRDS measurements are insensitive to fluctuations in laser intensity, unlike techniques based on transmission measurements.
In the present investigation, we have chosen CO2 laser
lines where the water vapor local line absorption is very
small. Nevertheless, local line absorption within ⫾25 cm⫺1
of the measurement was determined from line-by-line calculations using the HITRAN 2000 molecular database and subtracted from all measured absorption coefficients. At each
wave number 共laser line兲, we have made several measurements for different values of the water vapor partial pressure.
For example, our measurements of the water vapor continuum absorption coefficients for v ⫽944 cm⫺1 are presented in Fig. 3. From these data we determine the water
vapor continuum coefficients of self-and nitrogenbroadening by a least squares fit to Eq. 共2兲. The continuum
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TABLE I. Summary of water vapor continuum measurements. The uncertainty in the continuum coefficients
represents the standard deviation to the fit.

CO2 laser
transition
10P共34兲
10P共20兲
10R共10兲

v (cm⫺1)

Number of
measurements

931.002
944.195
969.104

39
88
39

T 共K兲

Range of water
vapor partial
pressures 共atm兲

C s0
(10⫺22 molecules⫺1 cm2 atm⫺1)

297.4
294.1
295.1

0.0038 –0.022
0.0017–0.017
0.0021–0.019

2.23⫾0.17
2.02⫾0.13
1.79⫾0.21

coefficients of self-and nitrogen-broadening are the only free
parameters used in the fit.
In order to compare our values with the results of others,
it is convenient to correct our measurements to 296 K. For
simplicity, we have adopted the temperature dependence
model proposed by Roberts,16

冋 冉

C s 共 v T 兲 ⫽C s0 共 v 兲 exp T 0

冊册

1
1
,
⫺
T 296

共7兲

where C s0 is the continuum coefficient of self-broadening at
296 K and T 0 is a characteristic temperature which we have
taken to be 1900 K after an examination of Hinderling’s
data.14 We do not mean to imply that Eq. 共7兲 is the correct
model of the temperature dependence of the water vapor
continuum, only that it is adequate for small temperature
corrections.
A summary of our experimental results is presented in
Table I, demonstrating that it is possible to achieve high
sensitivity with cavity ringdown spectroscopy in the 1000
cm⫺1 region with a very small volume cell.
V. DISCUSSION

Discussions of previous measurements of the continuum
can be found in the reviews of Grant15 and Aref’ev.29 It is
illustrative to compare our results with those of other investigators who used CO2 lasers and multipass cells. As can be
seen in Table II, the continuum coefficients of selfbroadening measured by others are in excellent agreement
with our measurement for 296 K and 944.195 cm⫺1, but our
experimental cell volume is ⬃1000⫻smaller.
Empirical models of the water vapor continuum are routinely used in radiative transfer calculations because of their
computational efficiency compared to line-by-line calculations of far wing absorption. Two such models are in widespread use. One model,16 hereafter RSB, is mostly derived
from the early laboratory spectrometer data of Burch. The
more recent CKD model10 is also based on Burch’s data, but

various field observations have been used to refine the
model. As we demonstrate in Fig. 4, both models have continuum coefficients of self-broadening which are substantially higher than our measured values. For the RSB and
CKD values of C s0 to agree with our results in the 900–1000
cm⫺1 region, they would have to be scaled down by factors
of ⬃0.91 and ⬃0.88, respectively.
Recently, Ma and Tipping have made significant
progress in the development of a far wing line shape theory
for water vapor.17,18 Beginning with the basic formulation of
Rosenkranz,34,35 but proceeding in a different way, Ma and
Tipping have overcome many of the limitations of that far
wing theory. Their far wing line shape theory is based on the
binary collision and quasistatic approximations, in which a
statistical distribution of stationary molecules was assumed.
In the quasistatic approximation, collisions can be considered to be of infinite duration. Thus, the quasistatic approximation is in contrast to the impact approximation 共which
assumes collisions of infinitesimal duration兲, from which the
Lorentz profile is derived. In Fig. 4 we also compare our
measurements of the continuum coefficients of selfbroadening to the far wing absorption predicted by Ma and
Tipping.18 The agreement with our results is quite good,
which suggests that the far wing theory offers the correct
explanation of the water vapor continuum. A significant discrepancy is found for the results at 931 cm⫺1, which may be
evidence of a nearby water dimer combination band. However, the discrepancy might also be attributable to uncertainties in the intermolecular potential which is used in the theoretical calculations. We are currently investigating this
possibility and hope to report on progress in a future paper.
VI. CONCLUSION

We have designed a quantitative infrared cavity ringdown spectroscopy experiment capable of making accurate
and precise measurements of the water vapor continuum in
the v ⫽900– 1000 cm⫺1 region. The experiment uses a

TABLE II. Comparison of water vapor continuum measurements obtained with a CO2 laser and a multipass
cell. Experimental conditions are T⫽296 K and v ⫽944.195 cm⫺1.

Reference
Present work
Peterson 共1979兲, Ref. 30
Nordstrom 共1978兲, Ref. 31
Arefev 共1977兲, Ref. 32
McCoy 共1969兲, Ref. 33

Method

Cell volume
共liters兲

CRDS
White cell
White cell
White cell
White cell

6
4400
4400
40000
4400

(10

⫺22

C s0
molecules⫺1 cm2 atm⫺1)
2.02⫾0.13
2.02
2.11
2.01
1.94
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continuous-wave CO2 laser and an acousto-optic modulator
to create laser pulses which are injected into a 100 cm long
near-confocal ringdown cavity. The decay time constants are
determined on a shot-by-shot basis, and absorption coefficients are derived from the ensemble statistics of 2000 decay
events. Our CRDS experiment is novel, in that it is a gas
flow experiment which allows us to control the relative humidity in the flow from zero to near-saturation. Our results
demonstrate that this methodology permits us to measure
water vapor absorption coefficients with a high degree of
accuracy.
Our room temperature measurements of the water vapor
continuum are in excellent agreement with the values obtained by other investigators using CO2 lasers and white
cells. The good agreement of our water vapor continuum
measurements with the far wing line shape theory of Ma and
Tipping suggests that the far wings of water vapor lines are
the primary agent responsible for the water vapor continuum.
A possible explanation for the discrepancy between our results and the theory of Ma and Tipping near 930 cm⫺1 may
be the presence of a water dimer combination band or uncertainties in the intermolecular potential. We are investigating
these possibilities further.
Our results are significantly lower than the values derived from two empirical models of the water vapor continuum. For the RSB and CKD models to agree with our
results in the 900–1000 cm⫺1 region, they would have to be
scaled down by factors of ⬃0.91 and ⬃0.88, respectively.
Finally, we note there is considerable potential to improve the sensitivity of our experiment, for example with
new mirrors or a reduction in time constant noise 共e.g., conducting the experiment at a reduced flow rate兲. This would
permit us to investigate other aspects of the water vapor continuum requiring high sensitivity, such as foreign-broadening
and low-temperature measurements.
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